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Abstract. We present initial results of a program to obtain and analyze HST
WFPC2 images of galaxies in fields of HST spectroscopic target QSOs. The goal of
the program is to investigate how the properties of Lyα absorption systems observed
in the spectra of background QSOs vary with the properties of intervening galaxies.
We found that Lyα absorption equivalent width depends strongly on galaxy impact
parameter and galaxy B-band luminosity, and that the gaseous extent of individual
galaxies scales with galaxy B-band luminosity by r ∝ L0.35±0.10
B
.
1 Introduction
The “forest” of Lyα absorption lines observed in QSO spectra has provided a
unique probe of gas surrounding intervening galaxies. By directly comparing
galaxies and Lyα absorption systems along common lines of sight, Lanzetta et
al. [1] found that there exists a distinct anti-correlation between Lyα absorp-
tion equivalent width and galaxy impact parameter. But the scatter about
the mean relation is substantial.
In order to investigate how the amount of gas encountered along the line of
sight depends on galaxy properties, we have initiated a program to obtain and
analyze HST WFPC2 images of galaxies identified in fields of HST spectro-
scopic target QSOs. We measure structural parameters, angular inclinations
and orientations, luminosities, and rough morphological types of 87 galaxies in
10 QSO fields. Here we will discuss the primary results and the implications.
The full analysis is presented in Chen et al. [2].
2 Results and Discussions
To determine how the incidence and extent of tenuous gas around galaxies de-
pends on galaxy parameters, we assume a simple power law between absorber
and galaxy properties, and apply a maximum likelihood analysis for 26 galaxy–
absorber pairs and 7 galaxies which do not produce Lyα absorption lines to
Figure 1: Distributions of logW vs. log ρ and logW vs. log ρ−t log(LB/LB∗).
Arrows indicate 3σ upper limits. The cosmic scatter is shown in the corner.
within sensitive upper limits. Galaxy–absorber pairs are identified based on
the cross-correlation function, ξ(v, ρ), in order to distinguish physical pairs
from correlated and random pairs [3].
The primary result of the analysis is that the amount of gas encountered
along the line of sight depends on the galaxy impact parameter and B-band
luminosity (Fig 1) but does not depend strongly on the galaxy mean surface
brightness, disk-to-bulge ratio, or redshift. This result confirms and improves
upon the anti-correlation between Lyα absorption equivalent width and galaxy
impact parameter found previously by Lanzetta et al. [1]. To summarize: (1)
extended gaseous envelopes are a common and generic feature of normal galax-
ies of all types, (2) the gaseous extent of individual galaxies scales with galaxy
luminosity by r/r∗ = (LB/LB∗)
t with t = 0.35±0.10 and r∗ = 149±21 h
−1 kpc
at W = 0.3 A˚, (3) the known gaseous cross sections of known galaxies of lumi-
nosity LB > 0.05LB∗ (we adopt a Schechter luminosity function from different
redshift surveys [4, 5, 6]) can account for all the Lyα absorption systems with
W > 0.3 A˚ [2]. The result strongly suggests that galaxy interactions do not
play a role in distributing gas around galaxies. In addition, it may provide a
means to confine the space density of dwarf galaxies.
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